We know that older Americans are at
greater risk for social isolation, which can lead
to physical illness, depression and even dementia.
But scientists now say there are
. medical causes-and remedies-for a painful
condition that affects more of us each year
By Lynn Darling
ILLUSTRATION·S BY MAKOTO FUNATSU

Steve Cole
had never really thought much
about loneliness
and the pain it
.
causes until he looked into a molecular microscope at a small sample
of white blood cells. What he saw
there changed his life.
The sample was one of several that had been taken
from a handful of very lonely men and women, and
Cole's observations were startling: In each of the samples, the blood cells appeared to be in a state of high
alert, responding the way they would to a bacterial
infection. It was as though the subjects were under
mortal assault by a disease-the disease ofloneliness.
But even more surprising to Cole, a professor of
. medicine, psychiatry and biobehavioral sciences at
the UCLA School of Medicine, was the public reaction to the subsequent study he coauthored, when it
was published in 2007.
"The impact at the societal level-it really kind of
shocked me:' he says. As an academic, he was "used
.to publishing findings that interest scientists but not
the general public." Now he was receiving a steady
stream of emails from ordinary people telling him
how grateful they were for the work he was doing,
and sharing stories of loved ones whose lives had
been devoured by loneliness. "So that led me to respect loneliness as a topic and a foe:' Cole adds. "And
that really did set me on a kind of different journey
than I had been on at the time!'
Many of the women and men studying loneliness
express a similar sense of mission about their research. Loneliness, says Louise Hawkley, a senior
research scientist at the University of Chicago, "is
a universal human experience, and being the social
animals that we are, there must be implications when
those social connections are not satisfied." There is a'
human need to be embedded, connected, integrated
in a social network, she notes. When that social network is missing, "the consequences are very real in
terms of mental and physical health."
According to a study by researchers at the AARP
Public Policy Institute and at Stanford and Harvard
universities, the impacts of people living in social
isolation add almost $7 billion a year to the cost of
Medicare, mostly because oflonger hospital stays-a
result, researchers hypothesize, of not having community support at home.
The research into those impacts has produced a
wave of headlines. Every day it seems scieritists discover more ways in which loneliness can attack our
bodies and shorten our lives. Loneliness is a killeran array of studies have found that it leaves us more
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Loneliness carries a stigma
that hampers efforts to
help sufferers. Itimplies that
one is a social failure.

moderately or extremely lonely."
That continuum
is found in the
UCLA Loneliness
Scale, the gold
standard for defining loneliness for
research purposes. There are now
several shortened versions of the scale,
but the original is a 20-item questionnaire that asks about feelings associated with loneliness but never inquires
about loneliness per se. The questions
include statements such as, "I am unhappy doing so many
things alone," and "There is no one I can turn to:" The
way in which the questions are worded, and the choice
of answers, means that those who are fleetingly lonely or
perfectly content in their solitude will end up with scores
at the low end of the scale, whereas the chronically lonely,
at whom much of the research is aimed, will have scores
putting them at the top.
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ALL SCIENTISTS
are studying loneliness
as a complex matrix of contributing factors.
A growing number are focusing on the feeling itself, the intensely personal experience
of rejection, disconnection and longing that
some researchers believe produces a pain as
real as any caused by a physical injury, one that has little to
do with living arrangements or social networks,
These researchers are looking at loneliness as the nexus
where molecular biology and psychology intersect, creating an intricate dance in which body and mind take their
cues from each other and produce a highly personal, private
and prolonged kind of hell. Research along these lines stems
from very basic questions: What's the point of loneliness?
What purpose could it possibly serve?
Well, for one thing, it protects us from saber-toothed cats.
Our earliest ancestors were sociable creatures-they
had
to be. Those on their own were vulnerable to attack, easy
pickings for hungry predators. According to this evolutionary model, loneliness may have evolved as a kind of earlywarning system, a signal that something isn't right, which
prompted us to get back to the safety of the group and put
the body in a stressful state of high alert until we did so.
The sense of threat that would accompany such a feeling
found its way deep into our cellular makeup-inflammation
like what geneticist Steve Cole found in the blood cells of
the lonely people he studied. On a temporary basis, inflammation is a good thing; it's the body'S first system of defense,
helping to combat an infection or repair a wound. But what
works as a short-term response can be deadly when it's ongoing. Inflammation amps up biological processes leading
to tissue breakdown and impairment of the immune system,
which, in turn, increases our susceptibility to conditions
ranging from heart disease to Alzheimer's.
"We think that human psychology interprets loneliness as
a kind of threat, and that this kind of inflammatory response
OT

under study. Such analyses help to determine, for instance,
whether loneliness can lead to dementia or is the result of
it, by tracking which condition appeared first.
But whether scientists are examining loneliness through a
statistical lens, under a microscope or via behavioral studies,
they need a more quantifiable definition of their subject than
the ones found in sad songs or advice columns. Researchers
require a way to measure loneliness, to distinguish between
the feelings summoned by a failed romance or strange faces
in an unfamiliar city and those that reflect a chronic, intractable longing for a connection that isn't there.
"That's one of the first issues we run into when scientists talk about loneliness," Hawkley says. "At what point
do you say that somebody's lonely?" A teenage boy alone
on a Saturday night experiences a very different kind of
loneliness than does an elderly man who lives in a bare
apartment and hasn't spoken to anyone for days.
Because loneliness can mean different things to different people, Hawkley says, scientists need to measure the
condition in a "more finely grained fashion, a continuum
on which one can define an individual as being slightly,
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is a biological reflex that gets triggered whenever weexperience threat or uncertainty:' Cole explains.
Inflantmati0l1thensets
up a vicious cycle. "When you
feellonely; youdmunactivatesinflammation
in the white
blood' cells;" he says. "Well; one of the weird thingswe've
discovered isthat.inflammation
talks back to the brain and •.
.' changes the way it works."Whatappears
to happen? <CAfter
.Ionelinessstimulates-rhat
white blood cell inflammatory
reSP6nsE;the responsefeedsback to the brain and makes it .
irritable; suspicious, prone to negative emotions and fearful
of meeting new people and making new friends."
Those negative emotions set up an intricate loop of psy. chologicalresponses,
says Stephanie Cacioppo, director
of-the-BrainDynamies
Laboratory at the University of
ChicagoPritzker
School of Medicine. What's happening,'.
she observes, amounts to a kind of duel between body and '.
brain, ThebOdy, responding to millions'
of years of evolutionary conditioning;
wants to be with other people, but the
modern.ilonely brain, under the influence of the-inflammatory response
and heightened levels of stress; senses
a threat in its encounters with others
and-chooses to isolate us further ..
-;"Your body has a different.survivalmodethan.yeurbralnhas,"
notes
Cacioppo. "Whilethe body has alongtermself.preservatiollmodeandwants
to approach others tosurvive.ithe
lonely brain has a short-term self-defense mode and sees,
erroneously, morefoesthan.friends,"
In the lonely state;
"the brain is misreading socialsignals that it should read
normally; suddenly it doesn't have the correct translation.
You put someone whois.lonelyinto a roomalone and every
personwhccomestherewill
be perceived as athreat" LoneIYpeople, she continues, often misread a facial expression
or tone of vcice=characterizingcuriosity
as hostility, for
instance=andgraduallydevelop
a distorted reality about
the social world around them; That unconscioussense
of
threat can. lead to an endless behavioral cycle in which
a lonelypersoll,inamista.kenattemptatseif-protection,.
sends out signals of disinterest or even hostility, which then
causes others to withdraw. .
Those who lire lonely live at such a-heightened level of
alarmthat they.losesleep.Their
brainsalso respond With
greateralarmrowordssuch
as"reject"and"bully"thanthey
do roothernegativewords,
like':'vomit.'~And in one of the
lab's recentbehavioral studies; married-lonelypeople stood
farther away froralovedones.reflectingtheir
preference for
greaterinterpersonaldistance.
.
Answeringthequestionofwhatstrategiesmiglttease
the
loneliness crisis is one of the biggest challenges research'.ers in the field now face. "Because there is no single cause,
. lonelinessmightrequire very different approaches:~says
Holt-Lunstat:LShecomparesthe
challenge to.theoneposed

.by obesity, a condition thatalso springs frommultiplesourc..'es.Including nutrition.geneticsand
familYe.nvironment.
And, like obesity, she observes, loneliness carries a stigma
'thathampers
efforts.to.help those whq sufferfrom it. It's
another reason why she prefers toralkaboutsocial
connec.tion ratherthan lonelinesswhen confronring.the problem.
"Ii helps to remove some of the stigma, Becauseloneliness implies in some way that one is a social failure:' she
says. "'But if we talk about social connection.that's
sonie- .
thing that applies to all of us and that we all have to work on.
It's not necessarily pointing the finger aflUlyone individual
or group. It's a continuum, and everyone of us is on that .
continuum." In fact, Holt-Lunstad would like the relative'
health of our social connections.tobe
considerediUilie
same terms as other elements ofaheaIthy lifestyle.suchas
diet and exercise. ~
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